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(57) Abstract: A power transmission system (100) for a vehicle and a vehicle
including the same are provided. The power transmission system (100) in-

_ eludes: an engine unit (1); a plurality of input shafts, in which the engine unit
(1) is configured to selectively engage with one of the input shafts when the

4 engine unit (1) transmits power to the input shafts; a plurality of driving
gears (25) with one driving gear (25) disposed on one input shaft; an output
shaft (24) configured to transfer the power from the input shafts; one or more
linked gears (26) rotatable at a different speed relative to the output shaft
(24), in which the linked gears (26) include a plurality of gear parts, the gear
parts being configured to mesh with the driving gears (25) on the input

i ' - .. " _ shafts; an output unit (5) coupled on the output shaft (24) and configured to
transmit the power to front wheels (210) of the vehicle; a synchronizer (6)

' ' disposed on the output shaft (24) and configured to selectively engage with
, ' the linked gear (26); a first motor generator (41) configured to directly or in-

l directly couple with one of the input shaft and the output shaft (24) for power
transmission; two second motor generators (42) configured to drive one or
more front wheels (210) of the vehicle; and two third motor generators (43)
configured to drive one or more rear wheels (220) of the vehicle, in which

" the two second motor generators (42) and the two third motor generators (43)
are wheel-side motors.
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FIELD

The present disclosure relates to a vehicle field, and more particularly to a power transmission

system for a vehicle and a vehicle including the power transmission system.

BACKGROUND

To reduce energy consumption, the development and utilization of new energy-efficient

vehicles have become a trend. As an energy-efficient vehicle, a hybrid vehicle is driven by at least

one of an internal combustion engine and a motor and has various operation modes, and

consequently may operate with improved transmission efficiency and fuel economic efficiency.

However, in the related art, the power transmission system in the hybrid vehicle is generally

complex in structure, bulky, low in transmission efficiency, and complicated in control strategy.

For example, a plurality of gear shift actuating elements needs to be controlled simultaneously

during the gear shifting or mode switching.

SUMMARY

Embodiments of the present disclosure seek to solve at least one of the problems existing in

the related art to at least some extent.

Embodiments of the present disclosure provide a power transmission system for a vehicle.

The power transmission system includes: an engine unit; a plurality of input shafts, in which the

engine unit is configured to selectively engage with one of the input shafts when the engine

unit transmits power to the input shafts; a plurality of driving gears with one driving gear

disposed on one input shaft; an output shaft configured to transfer the power from the input shafts;



one or more linked gears rotatable at a different speed relative to the output shaft, wherein the

linked gears include a plurality of gear parts, the gear parts being configured to mesh with the

driving gears on the input shafts; an output unit coupled on the output shaft and configured to

transmit the power to front wheels of the vehicle; a synchronizer disposed on the output shaft

and configured to selectively engage with the linked gear; a first motor generator configured to

directly or indirectly couple with one of the input shaft and the output shaft for power transmission;

two second motor generators configured to drive one or more front wheels of the vehicle; and two

third motor generators configured to drive one or more rear wheels of the vehicle, in which the two

second motor generators and the two third motor generators are wheel- side motors.

With the power transmission system for the vehicle according to embodiments of the

present disclosure, the power output by at least one of the engine unit and the first motor

generator may be output to the output unit via the synchronizer. Therefore, the power

transmission system according to embodiments of the present disclosure is compact in structure

and easy to control.

Moreover, the first motor generator may adjust the speed of the linked gear, for example, the

first motor generator may adjust the speed of the linked gear with the rotating speed of the output

unit as a target speed, so as to match the speed of the linked gear with the speed of the output shaft

in a time efficient manner, thus reducing the synchronizing time required by the synchronization

of the synchronizer and reducing the energy loss. Meanwhile, torque-free engagement of the

synchronizer may be achieved, thus greatly improving the transmission efficiency, synchronization

controllability and real-time synchronization of the vehicle. In addition, the life of the

synchronizer may be further extended, thus reducing the maintenance cost of the vehicle.

Embodiments of the present disclosure also provide a power transmission system for a

vehicle. The power transmission system includes: an engine unit; a first input shaft and a second

input shaft coaxially fitted over the first input shaft; two driving gears fixed on the first input

shaft and the second input shaft respectively; a dual clutch including an input terminal coupled

with the engine unit, a first output terminal coupled with the first input shaft, and a second

output terminal coupled with the second input shaft; an output shaft; a double-linked gear

freely fitted over the output shaft, the double-linked gear including a first gear part configured to

mesh with the driving gear on the first input shaft and a second gear part configured to mesh with

the driving gear on the second input shaft; an intermediate shaft, the intermediate shaft including a



first intermediate shaft gear fixed on the intermediate shaft and configured to mesh with the

driving gear on the second input shaft, and a second intermediate shaft gear fixed on the

intermediate shaft; a first motor generator including an output terminal coupled with the second

intermediate shaft gear for direct power transmission or coupled with the second intermediate

shaft gear via an intermediate idler for indirect power transmission; a differential disposed between

two front wheels of the vehicle; a main reducer having a driving gear and a driven gear configured

to mesh with the driving gear of the main reducer, in which the driving gear of the main reducer is

fixed on the output shaft, and the driven gear of the main reducer is disposed on the differential; a

synchronizer disposed on the output shaft and adapted to selectively engage with the double-linked

gear; two second motor generators configured to drive one or more front wheels of the vehicle;

and two third motor generators configured to drive one or more rear wheels of the vehicle, in

which both the second and third motor generators are wheel-side motors.

Embodiments of the present disclosure further provide a vehicle. The vehicle includes the

abovementioned power transmission system.

Additional aspects and advantages of embodiments of present disclosure will be given in part

in the following descriptions, become apparent in part from the following descriptions, or be

learned from the practice of the embodiments of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other aspects and advantages of embodiments of the present disclosure will

become apparent and more readily appreciated from the following descriptions made with

reference to the drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a power transmission system according to an embodiment of

the present disclosure;

Fig. 2 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to an embodiment of the

present disclosure;

Fig. 3 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to another embodiment

of the present disclosure;

Fig. 4 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to still another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 5 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another



embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 6 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 7 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 8 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 9 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 10 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 11 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 12 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 13 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 14 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 15 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 16 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 17 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 18 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 19 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 20 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure;



Fig. 2 1 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure; and

Fig. 22 is a schematic view of a power transmission system according to yet another

embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Reference will be made in detail to embodiments of the present disclosure. The embodiments

described herein with reference to drawings are explanatory, illustrative, and used to generally

understand the present disclosure. The embodiments shall not be construed to limit the present

disclosure. The same or similar elements and the elements having same or similar functions are

denoted by like reference numerals throughout the descriptions.

In the specification, unless specified or limited otherwise, relative terms such as "central",

"longitudinal", "lateral", "front", "rear", "right", "left", "inner", "outer", "lower", "upper",

"horizontal", "vertical", "above", "below", "up", "top", "bottom" as well as derivative thereof

(e.g., "horizontally", "downwardly", "upwardly", etc.) should be construed to refer to the

orientation as then described or as shown in the drawings under discussion. These relative terms

are for convenience of description and do not require that the present disclosure be constructed or

operated in a particular orientation.

In the description of the present disclosure, it should be understood that, unless specified or

limited otherwise, the terms "mounted," "connected," and "coupled" and variations thereof are

used broadly and encompass such as mechanical or electrical mountings, connections and

couplings, also can be inner mountings, connections and couplings of two components, and further

can be direct and indirect mountings, connections, and couplings, which can be understood by

those skilled in the art according to the detail embodiment of the present disclosure.

In addition, terms such as "first" and "second" are used herein for purposes of description and

are not intended to indicate or imply relative importance or significance or to imply the number of

indicated technical features. Thus, the feature defined with "first" and "second" may comprise one

or more of this feature. In the description of the present disclosure, "a plurality of means two or

more than two, unless specified otherwise.

A power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure will be

described in detail below with reference to Figs. 1-22. The power transmission system 100 is



applicable to a vehicle, specifically a hybrid vehicle with an engine unit 1 and a motor generator.

As shown in, for example, Figs. 1-2 and 17-19, the power transmission system 100 according

to embodiments of the present disclosure may include an engine unit 1, a transmission unit 2a, a

first motor generator 41, a second motor generator 42, an output unit 5 and a power switching

device (e.g., a synchronizer 6, a clutch 9).

The transmission unit 2a is adapted to selectively couple with the engine unit 1. The engine

unit 1 may selectively output a power generated by the engine unit 1 to the transmission unit 2a via

the clutch 9 . Alternatively, the transmission unit 2a may also output, for example, a starting torque

from the first motor generator 4 1 to the engine unit 1, so as to start the engine unit 1. In the context

of the present disclosure, the phase "the transmission unit 2a is coupled with the engine unit 1"

means that the power can be transferred between the engine unit 1 and the transmission unit 2a

directly or via other components, so that the coupling between the transmission unit 2a and the

engine unit 1 is also referred to as a power coupling.

The engine unit 1 generates energy by mixing liquid or gaseous fuel and air and then

combusting the mixed fuel and air therein, and the energy is converted into mechanical energy.

The engine unit 1 of the vehicle may adopt a four-stroke gasoline or diesel engine. The engine unit

1 may generally include a block, a crank-connecting rod mechanism, a valve mechanism, a supply

system, an ignition system, a cooling system, a lubrication system and the like.

The block is an assembled body of individual mechanisms and systems of the engine unit 1.

The crank-connecting rod mechanism may convert the linear reciprocating motion of a piston into

the rotary motion of a crankshaft, and output a drive force. The valve mechanism is configured to

charge or discharge a gas at a predetermined time, so as to ensure the smooth performing of each

cycle of the engine unit 1. The supply system may supply a mixture of oil and gas to a cylinder for

combustion. The cooling system is configured to cool the engine unit 1, so as to ensure that the

operating temperature of the engine unit 1 is within a suitable temperature range. The lubrication

system is configured to lubricate individual motion pairs in the engine unit 1, so as to reduce the

wear and energy loss.

It would be appreciated that the engine unit 1 as well as structures and operation principles of

individual sub-systems and sub-mechanisms of the engine unit 1 are well known to those skilled in

the art, so the detailed description thereof will be omitted here for clarity purpose.

The first motor generator 4 1 is coupled with the transmission unit 2a. In other words, the first



motor generator 4 1 cooperates with the transmission unit 2a to transmit the power. That is, the first

motor generator 4 1 may drive the transmission unit 2a, while the transmission unit 2a may drive

the first motor generator 41.

For example, the engine unit 1 may output at least a part of the power generated thereby to

the first motor generator 4 1 via the transmission unit 2a, and the first motor generator 4 1 may

generate electricity and convert mechanical energy into electric energy to be stored in an energy

storage component such as a battery pack. As another example, the first motor generator 4 1 may

convert electric energy from the battery pack into mechanical energy, and output the mechanical

energy to the output unit 5 via the transmission unit 2a to drive the vehicle.

The first motor generator 4 1 is a motor having functions of both a motor and a generator. As

used herein, the term "motor generator" refers to a motor having functions of both a motor and a

generator, unless specified otherwise.

The output unit 5 is configured to transmit a power transmitted by the transmission unit 2a to

wheels 200 (i.e. at least one of front and rear wheels 210, 220) of the vehicle. In short, the output

unit 5 is adapted to output the power from the transmission unit 2a.

The power switching device such as the synchronizer 6 is adapted to enable or interrupt a

power transmission between the output unit 5 and the transmission unit 2a. In other words, the

power switching device may output the power output from the transmission unit 2a to at least one

of front and rear wheels 210, 220 via the output unit 5, or the power switching device may also

disconnect the transmission unit 2a from the output unit 5 and the transmission unit 2a may not

output the power to the front and/or rear wheels 210, 220 via the output unit 5 directly.

As shown in Figs. 1-13, the second motor generator 42 is configured to drive the front and/or

rear wheels 210, 220.

Therefore, when the output unit 5 is configured to drive the front wheels 210 and the second

motor generator 42 is also configured to drive the front wheels 210, the vehicle having the power

transmission system 100 may be operable as a two-wheel drive vehicle. When the output unit 5 is

configured to drive the front wheels 210 and the second motor generator 42 is configured to drive

the rear wheels 220, the vehicle having the power transmission system 100 may be operable as a

four-wheel drive vehicle, and may switch between a two-wheel drive mode and a four-wheel drive

mode. When the output unit 5 is configured to drive the front wheels 210 and the rear wheels 220

and the second motor generator 42 is configured to drive the front wheels 210 or the rear wheels



220, the vehicle having the power transmission system 100 may be operable as a four-wheel drive

vehicle.

With the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure,

the power output by at least one of the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 may be

output to the output unit 5 via the power switching device, and then output by the output unit 5 to

the front and/or rear wheels 210, 220 of the vehicle.

Meanwhile, because of the provision of the second motor generator 42, the second motor

generator 42 may compensate for the torque of the front wheels 210 or the rear wheels 220, and

may also cooperate with the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 to drive the vehicle,

thus increasing the types of the operation modes of the vehicle. Therefore, the vehicle may adapt

to different operating conditions, thus achieving better fuel economic efficiency while reducing the

emissions of harmful gases.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 1-16, the power switching device is configured as a

synchronizer 6, and the synchronizer 6 is adapted to selectively synchronize the output unit 5 and

the transmission unit 2a, so as to output the power via the output unit 5 to drive the wheels 200 of

the vehicle.

Here, the function of the synchronizer 6 may be to synchronize the output unit 5 and the

transmission unit 2a, i.e. under the action of the synchronizer 6, the output unit 5 and the

transmission unit 2a may operate synchronously, such that the power from the transmission unit 2a

may be output with the output unit 5 as a power output terminal. However, when the transmission

unit 2a and the output unit 5 are not synchronized by the synchronizer 6, the power from the

transmission unit 2a may not be output to the wheels 200 via the output unit 5 directly.

In short, the synchronizer 6 functions to switch the power. That is, when the synchronizer 6 is

in an engaged state, the power from the transmission unit 2a may be output via the output unit 5 to

drive the wheels 200; and when the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the transmission unit

2a may not transmit the power to the wheels 200 via the output unit 5. In this way, by controlling

the synchronizer 6 to switch between the engaged state and the disengaged state, the switching of

the drive mode of the vehicle may be realized.

Compared to a clutch, the synchronizer 6 has the following advantages.

When the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the power transmission between the engine

unit 1, the transmission unit 2a, the first motor generator 4 1 and the wheels 200 needs to be



interrupted, such that the operations such as electricity generating, driving, or power/torque

transmission may not influence each other, which is very important in reducing the energy

consumption of the vehicle. The synchronizer 6 may meet this requirement well. However,

incomplete separation of friction plates usually occurs in the clutch, thus increasing the friction

loss and energy consumption.

When the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the synthesized (coupled) driving force of the

engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 needs to be transferred to the wheels 200 after the

torque multiplication of the transmission unit 2a, or the driving force of the wheels 200 needs to be

transferred to the first motor generator 4 1 for generating electricity, which requires that the power

coupling device transmit a large torque and have high stability. The synchronizer 6 may meet this

requirement well. However, if the clutch is used, an oversize clutch which does not match with the

entire system (including an engine, a transmission, a motor, etc.) needs to be designed, thus

increasing the arrangement difficulty, the weight and the cost, and having the risk of slipping

under the action of an impact torque.

Moreover, the first motor generator 4 1 may adjust the speed of the transmission unit 2a, for

example, the first motor generator 4 1 may adjust the speed of the transmission unit 2a with the

rotating speed of the output unit 5 as a target speed, so as to match the speed of the transmission

unit 2a with the speed of the output unit 5 in a time efficient manner, thus reducing the time

required by the synchronization of the synchronizer 6 and reducing the energy loss. Meanwhile, no

torque engagement of the synchronizer 6 may be achieved, thus greatly improving the

transmission efficiency, synchronization controllability and real-time synchronization of the

vehicle. In addition, the life of the synchronizer 6 may be further extended, thus reducing the

maintenance cost of the vehicle. Furthermore, the power transmission system 100 according to

embodiments of the present disclosure is compact in structure and easy to control.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2, 6-7, 14, 15, 17, and 18, the transmission unit 2a

includes a transmission power input part 21a and a transmission power output part 22a, the

transmission power input part 21a is selectively engaged with the engine unit 1, so as to transmit

the power generated by the engine unit 1. The transmission power output part 22a is configured to

output the power from the transmission power input part 21a to the output unit 5 via the

synchronizer 6 .

As shown in Figs. 2, 6, 7, 14, 15, 17, and 18, the transmission power input part 21a includes



an input shaft (e.g., a first input shaft 21, a second input shaft 22) and a driving gear 25 mounted

on the input shaft, the input shaft is selectively engaged with the engine unit 1, so as to transmit

the power generated by the engine unit 1. In other words, when the engine unit 1 needs to output

the power to the input shaft, the engine unit 1 may be engaged with the input shaft, such that the

power output by the engine unit 1 may be transferred to the input shaft. The engagement between

the engine unit 1 and the input shaft may be achieved by means of a clutch (e.g., a dual clutch 31),

which will be described in detail below.

As shown in Figs. 2, 6, 7, 14, 15, 17, and 18, the transmission power output part 22a includes

an output shaft 24, and a driven gear 26 mounted on the output shaft 24 and meshed with the

driving gear 25 on the input shaft.

As shown in Figs. 2-5, the output shaft 24 is configured to output at least a part of the power

transmitted by the input shaft. Specifically, the output shaft 24 and the input shaft (for example,

the first and second input shafts 21, 22) cooperate with each other to transmit the power. For

example, the power transmission between the output shaft 24 and the input shaft may be realized

by means of the driving gear 25 and the driven gear 26.

It would be appreciated that the power transmission between the output shaft 24 and the input

shaft is not limited to this embodiment. In some embodiments, the power transmission manner

between the output shaft 24 and the input shaft may be selected according to practical applications.

For example, the power transmission between the output shaft 24 and the input shaft may also be

realized by means of a belt transmission mechanism, or a rack and pinion transmission

mechanism.

In some embodiments, the output shaft 24 is configured to transmit at least a part of the

power on the input shaft. For example, when the power transmission system 100 is in a certain

transmission mode, for example, the first motor generator 4 1 generates electricity, a part of the

power on the input shaft may be used for the electricity generating of the first motor generator 41,

and the other part of the power on the input shaft may be used to drive the vehicle to run. Certainly,

all power on the input shaft may be used for the electricity generating of the first motor generator

41.

In some embodiments, the power transmission between the first motor generator 4 1 and one

of the input shaft and the output shaft 24 may be direct or indirect. As used herein, the term "direct

power transmission" means that the first motor generator 4 1 is directly coupled with a



corresponding one of the input shaft and the output shaft 24 for power transmission, without using

any intermediate transmission components such as a speed changing device, a clutch device, or a

transmission device. For example, an output terminal of the first motor generator 4 1 is directly

connected rigidly with one of the input shaft and the output shaft 24. The direct power

transmission has advantages of eliminating the intermediate transmission components and

reducing the energy loss during the power transmission.

As used herein, the term "indirect power transmission" refers to any other power transmission

manners other than the direct power transmission, for example, the power transmission by means

of intermediate transmission components such as a speed changing device, a clutch device, or a

transmission device. The indirect power transmission has advantages of enabling convenient

arrangement and being capable of obtaining the desired transmission ratio by providing a speed

changing device and the like.

The output unit 5 may be used as a power output terminal of the output shaft 24 for outputting

the power on the output shaft 24. The output unit 5 and the output shaft 24 may rotate

differentially (i.e., at a different speed) and not rotate synchronously. In other words, there can be a

rotating speed difference between the output unit 5 and the output shaft 24, and the output unit 5

and the output shaft 24 are not connected rigidly with each other.

The synchronizer 6 is disposed on the output shaft 24. Specifically, as shown in Figs. 1-6, the

synchronizer 6 may include a sp lined hub 6 1 and a synchronizing sleeve 62. The sp lined hub 6 1

may be fixed on the output shaft 24, the sp lined hub 6 1 rotates synchronously with the output shaft

24, the synchronizing sleeve 62 may move in an axial direction of the output shaft 24 relative to

the sp lined hub 6 1 so as to selectively engage with the output unit 5, such that the output unit 5

rotates synchronously with the output shaft 24. In this way, the power may be transferred from the

output unit 5 to the front and/or rear wheels 210, 220, thus driving the wheels 200. However, it

would be appreciated that the structure of the synchronizer 6 is not limited to this embodiment.

With the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure,

the power output by at least one of the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 may be

output from the output unit 5 by the engagement of the synchronizer 6, such that the power

transmission system 100 is compact in structure and easy to control. Moreover, during the

switching of the operating conditions of the vehicle, it is possible for the synchronizer 6 to switch

from a disengaged state to an engaged state, and the first motor generator 4 1 may adjust the



rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the rotating speed of the output unit 5 as a target speed,

so as to match the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the rotating speed of the output unit 5

in a short time, thus facilitating the engagement of the synchronizer 6, greatly improving the

transmission efficiency and reducing the energy loss. Furthermore, no torque engagement of the

synchronizer 6 may be achieved, i.e. the radial friction force is much smaller than the average

value in the related art or even there is no radial friction force during the engagement of the

synchronizer 6 .

In some embodiments, the output unit 5 is configured to drive a first pair of wheels, there is a

pair of second motor generators 42 configured to drive the first pair of wheels. Further, the power

transmission system 100 further includes at least one third motor generator 43 configured to drive

a second pair of wheels. The first pair of wheels is one pair of a pair of front wheels 210 and a pair

of rear wheels 220, and the second pair of wheels is the other pair of the pair of front wheels 210

and the pair of rear wheels 220. For example, as shown in Figs. 2-8, the first pair of wheels refers

to the front wheels 210 of the vehicle, and the second pair of wheels refers to the rear wheels 220

of the vehicle. It is understood that In some embodiments, the first pair of wheels can refer to the

rear wheels 220 and the second pair of wheels can refer to the front wheels 210.

Therefore, the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present

disclosure has four types of power output sources, i.e. the engine unit 1, the first motor generator

41, the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43, in which the engine unit 1, the

first motor generator 4 1 and the second motor generator 42 may be configured to drive one pair of

wheels of the vehicle, and the third motor generator 43 may be configured to drive the other pair of

wheels of the vehicle. Therefore, the vehicle having the power transmission system 100 is operable

as a four-wheel drive vehicle.

Moreover, during the switching of operating conditions of the vehicle, it is possible for the

synchronizer 6 to switch from the disengaged state to the engaged state, and the first motor

generator 4 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the rotating speed of the

output unit 5 as a target speed, so as to match the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the

rotating speed of the output unit 5 in a short time, thus facilitating the engagement of the

synchronizer 6, greatly improving the transmission efficiency and reducing the energy loss.

Meanwhile, by provision of the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43,

the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43 may compensate for the torque of



the wheels 200, which is indirectly reflected in the output unit 5 . That is, the second motor

generator 42 and the third motor generator 43 may indirectly adjust the rotating speed of the output

unit 5. For example, when the synchronizer 6 switches from the disengaged state to the engaged

state, the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43 may indirectly adjust the

rotating speed of the output unit 5 according to requirements, so as to match the rotating speed of

the output shaft 24 with the rotating speed of the output unit 5 in a short time, thus facilitating the

engagement of the synchronizer 6 .

Furthermore, the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43 may cooperate

with the first motor generator 4 1 to adjust the rotating speed of the output unit 5 simultaneously, so

as to synchronize the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 and the rotating speed of the output unit

5 in a shorter time, thus facilitating the engagement of the synchronizer 6 and greatly improving

the transmission efficiency.

In short, the first motor generator 4 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the output unit 5

separately. In some embodiments, at least one of the second motor generator 42 and the third

motor generator 43 may adjust the rotating speed of the output unit 5 separately. Further

alternatively, the first motor generator 41, the second motor generator 42 and the third motor

generator 43 may adjust the rotating speed of the output unit 5 simultaneously.

In this way, the output of the power from the transmission unit 2a may be controlled by the

engagement/disengagement of the synchronizer 6, and when the synchronizer 6 switches from the

disengaged state to the engaged state, at least one of the first motor generator 41, the second motor

generator 42 and the third motor generator 43 may compensate for the speeds of the output shaft

24 and the output unit 5, so as to match the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the rotating

speed of the output unit 5 rapidly, thus realizing no torque engagement of the synchronizer 6

rapidly.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2-9, there are a plurality of the input shafts, i.e. two

or more input shafts. The input shafts are coaxial and fitted over one another sequentially. For

example, if there are N input shafts, the K h input shaft is fitted over the (Κ-1) input shaft, where

N^K^2, and central axes of the N input shafts coincide with each other.

In the example shown in Figs. 2-5 and 9-19, when there are two input shafts, i.e. the first

input shaft 2 1 and the second input shaft 22, the second input shaft 22 is fitted over the first input

shaft 2 1 and central axes of the two input shafts coincide with each other. As another example, in



the example shown in Fig. 6, when there are three input shafts, i.e. the first input shaft 21, the

second input shaft 22 and a third the input shaft 23, the third input shaft 23 is fitted over the

second input shaft 22, the second input shaft 22 is fitted over the first input shaft 21, and central

axes of the three input shafts coincide with each other.

When the engine unit 1 transmits the power to the input shaft or is coupled with the input

shaft for power transmission, the engine unit 1 may be selectively engaged with one of the input

shafts. In other words, when the power from the engine unit 1 needs to be output, the output

terminal of the engine unit 1 may be engaged with one of the input shafts, so as to rotate

synchronously with the one of the input shafts. When the engine unit 1 does not need to operate or

the engine unit 1 is idle, the engine unit 1 may be disconnected from individual input shafts

respectively, i.e. the engine unit 1 is not coupled with any input shaft, so as to interrupt the power

transmission between the engine unit 1 and individual input shafts.

Further, as shown in Figs. 2-6 and 9, one driving gear 25 is fixed on each input shaft, and the

driving gear 25 rotates synchronously with the input shaft. The fixing between the driving gear 25

and the corresponding input shaft is not limited here, for example, the driving gear 25 and the

corresponding input shaft may be fixed by, for example, key fit or hot pressing, or may be formed

integrally, as long as the synchronous rotation of the driving gear 25 and the corresponding input

shaft is ensured.

In some embodiments, a plurality of driven gears 26 are fixed on the output shaft 24, and the

driven gears 26 rotate synchronously with the output shaft 24. By way of example and without

limitation, the fixing between the driven gear 26 and the output shaft 24 may be realized by key fit

or hot pressing, or may be formed integrally.

However, the present disclosure is not limited to this embodiment. For example, the number

of the driving gears 25 on each input shaft is not limited to one, and accordingly a plurality of

driven gears 26 are fixed on the output shaft 24 to form a plurality of gears.

As shown in Figs. 2-6, the driven gears 26 are meshed with the driving gears 25 on the input

shafts respectively. In one embodiment, the number of the driven gears 26 may be the same as that

of the input shafts. For example, when there are two driven gears 26, there are two input shafts,

such that the two driven gears 26 may be meshed with the driving gears 25 on the two input shafts

to transmit the power, so as to make the two pairs of gears form two gears for power transmission.

In some embodiments, three or more input shafts may be provided according to the power



transmission requirements, and each input shaft may be provided with one driving gear 25.

Therefore, the larger the number of the input shafts, the larger the number of the gears is, and the

wider range of the transmission ratio of the power transmission system 100 is, so as to adapt to the

power transmission requirements of various vehicles.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2-7, the input shafts include the first input shaft 2 1

and the second input shaft 22. The second input shaft 22 is fitted over the first input shaft 21. The

second input shaft 22 is a hollow shaft, and the first input shaft 2 1 is preferably a solid shaft.

Alternatively, the first input shaft 2 1 may also be a hollow shaft.

In some embodiments, the first input shaft 2 1 may be supported by bearings. In order to

ensure the ride comfort of the first input shaft 2 1 during the power transmission, preferably, a

plurality of bearings is provided and may be disposed in an axial direction of the first input shaft

2 1 at a position not influencing the assembly of other components. Similarly, the second input

shaft 22 may also be supported by bearings.

Further, in some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2-7, a dual clutch 3 1 is disposed between

the engine unit 1 and the first and second input shafts 21, 22. The dual clutch 3 1 may be a dry dual

clutch 31 or a wet dual clutch 31.

The dual clutch 3 1 has an input terminal 313, a first output terminal 311 and a second output

terminal 312. The engine unit 1 is coupled with the input terminal 313 of the dual clutch 31.

Specifically, the engine unit 1 may be coupled with the input terminal 313 of the dual clutch 3 1 via

for example, a flywheel, a damper, or a torsion plate.

The first output terminal 311 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the first input shaft 21,

such that the first output terminal 311 rotates synchronously with the first input shaft 21. The

second output terminal 312 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the second input shaft 22, such

that the second output terminal 312 rotates synchronously with the second input shaft 22.

The input terminal 313 of the dual clutch 31 may be a shell of the dual clutch 31, and the first

output terminal 311 and the second output terminal 312 of the dual clutch 3 1 may be two driven

discs. Generally, the shell is disconnected from the two driven discs, i.e. the input terminal 313 is

disconnected from the first output terminal 311 and the second output terminal 312. When one

driven disc needs to be engaged, the shell is controlled to engage with the corresponding driven

disc to rotate synchronously with the driven disc, i.e. the input terminal 313 is engaged with one of

the first output terminal 311 and the second output terminal 312, such that the power transmitted



from the input terminal 313 may be output via one of the first output terminal 311 and the second

output terminal 312. Typically, the shell is engaged with one driven disc at a time.

It would be appreciated that the engagement of the dual clutch 31 is influenced by a control

strategy. The control strategy may be set according to the desired power transmission mode, such

that it is possible to switch between a mode in which the input terminal 313 is disconnected from

the first output terminal 311 and the second output terminal 312 and a mode in which the input

terminal 313 is engaged with one of the first output terminal 311 and the second output terminal

312.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2-7, since the input shafts have a coaxial structure

and each input shaft is provided with only one driving gear 25, the transmission unit 2a has two

different gears, and the engine unit 1 may output the power to the output unit 5 via the two gears,

while the synchronizer 6 is always in the engaged state, i.e. engages the output shaft 24 with the

output unit 5 .

During the gear shift, the synchronizer 6 may not need to be first disengaged and then move

axially to engage with other gears. According to embodiments of the present disclosure, only the

engagement/disengagement of the dual clutch 3 1 needs to be controlled, while the synchronizer 6

can remain in the engaged state. In this way, when the engine unit 1 outputs the power to the

output unit 5, only one gear shift actuating element, i.e. the dual clutch 31 needs to be controlled,

without requiring to control the synchronizer 6, thus simplifying the control strategy greatly,

reducing the number of engagement/disengagement times of the synchronizer 6, and extending the

life of the synchronizer 6 .

In some embodiments, the first motor generator 4 1 is configured to cooperate with one of the

driving gear 25 and the driven gear 26 for power transmission. In other words, indirect power

transmission between the first motor generator 4 1 and one of the input shaft and the output shaft

24 is performed.

Further, in some embodiments, an intermediate transmission mechanism may be disposed

between the first motor generator 4 1 and the corresponding gear, and by way of example and

without limitation, the intermediate transmission mechanism may be a worm and worm gear

transmission mechanism, a one-stage or multi-stage gear pair transmission mechanism, or a chain

wheel transmission mechanism, or may be a combination of the above transmission mechanisms in

the case of no conflicting. In this way, the first motor generator 4 1 may be provided in different



locations as needed, thus reducing the arrangement difficulty of the first motor generator 41.

In order to facilitate the spatial arrangement, in some embodiments, the first motor generator

4 1 may transmit the power via an intermediate gear 411. In some embodiments, as shown in Figs.

2-3, indirect power transmission between the first motor generator 4 1 and the driving gear 25 on

the first input shaft 2 1 via the intermediate gear 411 is performed. As another example, in the

example shown in Fig. 2, indirect power transmission between the first motor generator 4 1 and the

driving gear 25 on the second input shaft 22 via the intermediate gear 4 11 is performed.

However, the present disclosure is not limited to this embodiment. In some embodiments, the

first motor generator 4 1 is configured to connect with one of the first input shaft 2 1 and the output

shaft 24. In some embodiments, the first motor generator 4 1 is configured to directly connect with

the first input shaft 21. In some embodiments, the first motor generator 4 1 is configured to directly

connect with the output shaft 24. Direct connection between the first motor generator 4 1 and the

corresponding shaft may make the structure of the power transmission system 100 more compact,

and decrease the circumferential dimension of the power transmission system 100, such that the

power transmission system 100 may be easily disposed in a compartment of the vehicle.

In one embodiment, as shown in Fig. 4, the first motor generator 4 1 is arranged coaxially

with the first input shaft 21, and the first motor generator 4 1 is arranged coaxially with the engine

unit 1, i.e. a rotation axis of a rotor of the first motor generator 4 1 substantially coincides with a

rotation axis of a crankshaft of the engine unit 1. Therefore, the power transmission system 100 is

more compact in structure.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2-6, the output unit 5 may include an output gear 5 1

and an engagement gear ring 52. The output gear 5 1 may rotate relative to the output shaft 24, i.e.

rotate differentially relative to the output shaft 24, and the engagement gear ring 52 is fixedly

connected with the output gear 51, i.e. the engagement gear ring 52 rotates synchronously with the

output gear 51.

Therefore, when the synchronizer 6 needs to engage the output unit 5 with the output shaft 24,

the synchronizing sleeve 62 of the synchronizer 6 may axially move toward the engagement gear

ring 52, and after the rotating speed of the output unit 5 is synchronized with the rotating speed of

the output shaft 24, the synchronizing sleeve 62 may be engaged with the engagement gear ring 52,

such that a rigid connection is formed between the output shaft 24, the synchronizer 6 and the

output unit 5, so as to rotate the output shaft 24, the synchronizer 6 and the output unit 5



synchronously.

In order to reduce the intermediate transmission components, to reduce the energy loss, and to

enhance the transmission efficiency of the power transmission system 100, in some embodiments,

as shown in Figs. 2-6, the output gear 5 1 may be a driving gear of a main reducer and directly

meshed with a driven gear 53 of the main reducer to output the power, so as to drive the wheels

200. However, the present disclosure is not limited to this embodiment, and other intermediate

transmission components may also be disposed between the output gear 5 1 and the main reducer.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2-10, a differential 54 is disposed between the first

pair of wheels such as the front wheels 210. The differential 54 cooperates with the output unit 5

for power transmission. In some embodiments, the differential 54 is provided with the driven gear

53 thereon, and the output gear 5 1 is the driving gear of the main reducer meshed with the driven

gear 53, such that the power may be transferred to the two front wheels 210 via the driving gear of

the main reducer, the driven gear 53 of the main reducer and the differential 54 sequentially.

The function of the differential 54 is to distribute the power to the two front wheels 210

reasonably. The differential 54 may be a gear differential, a mandatory locking differential, or the

Torsen differential, which may be selected according to different vehicles.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 5-7 and 10, a pair of second motor generators 42 is

disposed at two sides of the differential 54 back to back. For example, a pair of second motor

generators 42 is disposed at two sides of the differential 54 and integrally formed with the

differential 54. In other words, the left second motor generator 42 is disposed between a left half

shaft and the differential 54, and the right second motor generator 42 is disposed between a right

half shaft and the differential 54. Specifically, the power transmission system 100 in Figs. 5-7 is

operable in a four-wheel drive mode, and the power transmission system 100 in Fig. 10 is operable

in a two-wheel drive mode. It should be noted that in the following, when referring to "motor

generators are disposed on two sides of the differential 54 back to back," it means that the motor

generators are disposed at two sides of the differential 54 respectively and integrally formed with

the differential 54.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 2-4 and 9, the second motor generator 42 is a

wheel-side motor. In other words, one of the second motor generators 42 is disposed at an inner

side of the left front wheel and the other of the second motor generators 42 is disposed at an inner

side of the right front wheel, and the second motor generator 42 may transfer the power to a hub of



a corresponding wheel via a gear mechanism. Specifically, the power transmission system 100 in

Figs. 2-4 is operable in a four-wheel drive mode, and the power transmission system 100 in Fig. 9

is operable in a two-wheel drive mode.

In some embodiments, two third motor generators 43 are provided, and the third motor

generators 43 are a wheel-side motor, as shown in Figs. 2 and 5 . In other words, in the example

shown in Figs. 2 and 5, one of the third motor generators 43 is disposed at an inner side of the left

rear wheel, and the other of the third motor generators 43 is disposed at an inner side of the right

rear wheel, and the third motor generator 43 may transfer the power to a corresponding rear wheel

via a gear mechanism.

In some embodiments, one third motor generator 43 is provided, and the third motor

generator 43 drives the second pair of wheels via a first speed changing mechanism 71.

Particularly, the first speed changing mechanism 7 1 is a speed reducing mechanism, and the

reducing mechanism may be a one-stage or multi-stage reducing mechanism. The reducing

mechanism may include, but is not limited to, a gear reducing mechanism, or a worm and worm

gear reducing mechanism.

In this embodiment, the second pair of wheels may be connected with each other via an axle

which may have an integral structure. The third motor generator 43 may directly drive the integral

axle via the first speed changing mechanism 71, so as to drive the two wheels to rotate

synchronously.

In some embodiments, two third motor generators 43 are provided, and each third motor

generator 43 drives one of the second pair of wheels via a second speed changing mechanism 72.

Particularly, the second speed changing mechanism 72 is a speed reducing mechanism, and the

reducing mechanism may be a one-stage or multi-stage reducing mechanism. The reducing

mechanism may include, but is not limited to, a gear reducing mechanism, or a worm and worm

gear reducing mechanism.

In this embodiment, the two wheels in the second pair may be connected with the

corresponding third motor generators 43 and the corresponding second speed changing

mechanisms 72 via two half axles respectively. In other words, one of the third motor generators

43 may drive a corresponding half axle via one of the second speed changing mechanisms 72, so

as to drive the wheel at an outer side of the half axle to rotate.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 9-10, the power transmission system 100 is in a



two-wheel drive mode. In the example shown in Fig. 9, the output unit 5 drives the front wheels

210, and the second motor generator 42 is a wheel-side motor and is configured to drive the front

wheels 210. In the example shown in Fig. 10, the output unit 5 drives the front wheels 210, and the

second motor generators 42 are disposed at two sides of the differential 54 back to back, for

example, the second motor generators 42 are disposed at two sides of the differential 54

respectively and integrally formed with the differential 54. In some embodiments, as shown in

Figs. 11-13, the power transmission system 100 is operable in a four-wheel drive mode. In the

example shown in Fig. 11, the output unit 5 drives the front wheels 210, two second motor

generators 42 are provided, and each second motor generator 42 drives one rear wheel 220 via one

fourth speed changing mechanism 74. In the example shown in Fig. 12, the output unit 5 drives the

front wheels 210, one second motor generator 42 is provided, and the second motor generator 42

drives the rear wheels 220 via one third speed changing mechanism 73. In the example shown in

Fig. 13, the output unit 5 drives the front wheels 210, two second motor generators 42 are provided

and are a wheel-side motor, which are configured to drive the rear wheels 220.

The third speed changing mechanism 73 may be the same as the first speed changing

mechanism 71. Similarly, the fourth speed changing mechanism 74 may be the same as the second

speed changing mechanism 72. Therefore, the third speed changing mechanism 73 and the fourth

speed changing mechanism 74 will not be described in detail here.

In some embodiments, the power transmission system 100 may also include a battery pack

300. The battery pack 300 is connected with the first motor generator 41, the second motor

generator 42 and the third motor generator 43 respectively. Therefore, the first motor generator 4 1

is driven by the engine unit 1 to generate electricity or electric energy recovered by the first motor

generator 4 1 during the braking may be supplied to and stored in the battery pack 300, and electric

energy recovered by the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43 during the

braking may also be supplied to and stored in the battery pack 300. When the vehicle is operated

in an EV mode, the battery pack 300 may supply electric energy to at least one of the first motor

generator 41, the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43. It would be

appreciated that the dotted lines shown in Fig. 8 indicates that the battery pack 300 is electrically

connected with the first motor generator 41, the second motor generator 42 and the third motor

generator 43 respectively.

In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 8, the power transmission system 100 comprises



input shafts which include three shafts, e.g. the first input shaft 21, the second input shaft 22 and

the third input shaft 23, in which the second input shaft 22 is fitted over the first input shaft 21, and

the third input shaft 23 is fitted over the second input shaft 22.

In this embodiment, the power transmission system 100 further includes a triple clutch 32.

The triple clutch 32 has an input terminal 324, a first output terminal 321, a second output terminal

322 and a third output terminal 323. The engine unit 1 is coupled with the input terminal 324 of

the triple clutch 32, the first output terminal 321 of the triple clutch 32 is coupled with the first

input shaft 21, the second output terminal 322 of the triple clutch 32 is coupled with the second

input shaft 22, and the third output terminal 323 of the triple clutch 32 is coupled with the third

input shaft 23.

In some embodiments, the input terminal 324 of the triple clutch 32 may be a shell thereof,

and the first, second and third output terminals 321, 322, 323 of the triple clutch 32 may be three

driven discs. The input terminal 324 may be engaged with one of the first, second and third output

terminals 321, 322, 323, or may be disconnected with the first, second and third output terminals

321, 322, 323. It would be appreciated that the operation principle of the triple clutch 32 is similar

to that of the dual clutch 31, so the detailed description thereof will be omitted here.

It should be noted that, in such a variation, other parts such as the power transmission manner

between the first motor generator 4 1 and the first input shaft 2 1 or the output shaft 24 as well as

the position and drive mode of the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43, are

similar to those described with respect to the dual clutch 31, so the detailed description thereof will

be omitted here.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 14-16, in this power transmission system 100

includes a driven gear 26 which is configured as a linked gear, and the linked gear 26 is capable of

rotating differentially relative to the output shaft. For example, the linked gear 26 is freely fitted

over the output shaft 24. The synchronizer 6 is fixed on the output shaft 24 and may be selectively

engaged with the linked gear 26.

In this embodiment, as shown in Figs. 14-16, specifically, the power transmission system 100

may include an engine unit 1, a plurality of input shafts, an output shaft 24, an output unit 5 (e.g.,

the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer), a synchronizer 6 and a first motor generator 41.

The power transmission system 100 in such a variation differs from the power transmission

system 100 shown in Figs. 2-13 in that the driven gear 26 is a linked gear and freely fitted over the



output shaft 24, the output unit 5 is fixed on the output shaft 24, and the synchronizer 6 is

configured to engage with the linked gear. In this embodiment, the arrangement of the first motor

generator 4 1 slightly differs from that of the first motor generator 4 1 in the power transmission

system 100 shown in Figs. 2-13.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 14-16, a plurality of input shafts is provided, the

input shafts is provided with the driving gears 25 thereon. The linked gear 26 is freely fitted over

the output shaft 24. The linked gear 26 has a plurality of gear parts (for example, the first gear part

261, and the second gear part 262), and the gear parts are meshed with the driving gears 25 on the

input shafts respectively.

As shown in Figs. 14-16, the output unit 5 is configured to output the power from the output

shaft 24. For example, the output unit 5 is fixed on the output shaft 24. In one embodiment, by

way of example and without limitation, the output unit 5 may include the driving gear 5 1 of the

main reducer.

The synchronizer 6 is disposed on the output shaft 24. The synchronizer 6 is configured to

selectively engage with the linked gear 26, so as to output the power via the output unit 5 to drive

the wheels of the vehicle. The power transmission between the first motor generator 4 1 and one of

the input shaft and the output shaft 24 may be direct or indirect.

In this embodiment, the function of the synchronizer 6 is substantially the same as that of the

synchronizer 6 shown in Figs. 2-13, except that the synchronizer 6 in this embodiment is

configured to engage the linked gear 26 with the output shaft 24, while the synchronizer 6 shown

in Figs. 2-13 is configured to engage the output unit 5 with the output shaft 24.

Specifically, in this embodiment, the function of the synchronizer 6 is to synchronize the

linked gear 26 and the output shaft 24, i.e. after the synchronization of the synchronizer 6, the

linked gear 26 and the output shaft 24 operate synchronously, so as to output the power from at

least one of the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 with the output unit 5 as a power

output terminal. When the linked gear 26 and the output shaft 24 are not synchronized by the

synchronizer 6, the power from at least one of the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1

may not be directly output to the wheels 200 via the output unit 5 .

In these embodiments, the synchronizer 6 functions to switch the power. That is, when the

synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the power from at least one of the engine unit 1 and the first

motor generator 4 1 may be output via the output unit 5 to drive the wheels 200; and when the



synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the power from at least one of the engine unit 1 and the

first motor generator 4 1 may not be transmitted to the wheels 200 via the output unit 5. In this way,

by controlling the synchronizer 6 to switch between the engaged state and the disengaged state, the

switching of the drive mode of the vehicle may be realized.

Moreover, the first motor generator 4 1 may adjust the speed of the linked gear 26 with the

rotating speed of the output shaft 24 as a target speed, so as to match the speed of the linked gear

26 with the speed of the output shaft 24 in a time efficient manner, thus reducing the time required

by the synchronization of the synchronizer 6 and reducing the energy loss. Meanwhile, no torque

engagement of the synchronizer 6 may be achieved, thus greatly improving the transmission

efficiency, synchronization controllability and real-time synchronization of the vehicle. In addition,

the life of the synchronizer 6 may be further extended, thus reducing the maintenance cost of the

vehicle.

In addition, by using the linked gear 26, the power transmission system 100 is more compact

in structure and easy to arrange, and the number of the driven gears may be decreased so as to

reduce the axial dimension of the power transmission system 100, thus reducing the cost and the

arrangement difficulty.

Furthermore, the synchronizer 6 may be controlled by one separate fork, such that the control

steps are simple and the reliability is high.

In some embodiments, the input shafts are coaxial and fitted over one another, each input

shaft is provided with one driving gear 25. Specifically, in one embodiment, the input shafts

include a first input shaft 2 1 and a second input shaft 22, and each input shaft is provided with one

driving gear 25. The linked gear 26 is a double-linked gear, the double-linked gear 26 has a first

gear part 261 and a second gear part 262, and the first gear part 261 and the second gear part 262

are meshed with two driving gears 25 respectively.

A dual clutch 3 1 may be disposed between the engine unit 1 and the first and second input

shafts 21, 22, which is similar to the dual clutch 3 1 in the power transmission system 100 shown in

Figs. 2-13. Alternatively, the dual clutch 3 1 may be provided with a damping structure thereon, for

example, the damping structure may be arranged between a first output terminal and an input

terminal of the dual clutch 31, so as to adapt to start the vehicle at a low gear.

As shown in Figs. 14-16, direct or indirect power transmission between an output terminal of

the first motor generator 4 1 and one driving gear is performed.



For example, the power transmission system 100 in this embodiment further includes an

intermediate shaft 45. A first intermediate shaft gear 451 and a second intermediate shaft gear 452

are fixed on the intermediate shaft 45. One of the first and second intermediate shaft gears 451,

452 is meshed with one driving gear 25, for example, in the example shown in Figs. 14-15, the

first intermediate shaft gear 451 is meshed with the driving gear 25 on the second input shaft 22,

however, the present disclosure is not limited to this embodiment.

In some embodiments, direct power transmission between the output terminal of the first

motor generator 4 1 and one of the first and second intermediate shaft gears 451, 452 or indirect

power transmission between the output terminal of the first motor generator 4 1 and one of the first

and second intermediate shaft gears 451, 452 via an intermediate idler 44 is performed. For

example, in the example shown in Fig. 14, indirect power transmission between the output

terminal of the first motor generator 4 1 and the second intermediate shaft gear 452 via an

intermediate idler 44 is performed. As another example, in the example shown in Fig. 15, the

output terminal of the first motor generator 4 1 is directly meshed with the second intermediate

shaft gear 452 for power transmission.

As shown in Fig. 16, the output terminal of the first motor generator 4 1 is directly meshed

with one gear part of the linked gear 26, for example, the output terminal of the first motor

generator 4 1 is directly meshed with the first gear part 261 for power transmission.

However, it would be appreciated that, the present disclosure is not limited to this

embodiment. The position of the first motor generator 4 1 may be designed according to practical

requirements. For example, the position of the first motor generator 4 1 may be the same as that

described above, or may be that shown in Figs. 2-13, which will not be described in detail here.

As shown in Figs. 14-15, the first gear part 261 inputs a torque to the engine unit 1 separately,

and the second gear part 262 may input a torque to at least one of the engine unit 1 and the first

motor generator 41.

As shown in Figs. 14-16, an engagement gear ring 52 is fixed at a side of the linked gear 26

facing the synchronizer 6, and the synchronizer 6 is adapted to engage with the engagement gear

ring 52, such that the linked gear 26 is connected rigidly with the output shaft 24 so as to rotate

synchronously with the output shaft 24.

In some embodiments, three input shafts are provided. The triple clutch and three input

shafts are described above and shown in Fig. 8, so detailed description thereof will be omitted here.



In some embodiments, the linked gear 26 is a triple-linked gear. The linked gear 26 has a first gear

part 261, a second gear part 262 and a third gear part 263, and the first gear part 261, the second

gear part 262 and the third gear part 263 are configured to mesh with the three driving gears 25 on

the three input shafts respectively.

In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 21, four input shafts are provided, i.e. the plurality of

the input shafts includes a first input shaft 21, a second input shaft 22 fitted over the first

input shaft 21, and a third input shaft 23 fitted over the second input shaft 22; and a fourth

input shaft 27 fitted over the third input shaft 23. Two double-linked gears 26 are provided

and each double-linked gear has a first gear part 261 and a second gear part 262, and the first gear

part 261 and the second gear part 262 are meshed with the corresponding driving gears 25

respectively, i.e. four gears parts are meshed with four driving gears 25 on the four input shafts

respectively. The synchronizer 6 is disposed between the two double-linked gears 26 and

configured to selectively engage with the one of the double-linked gears 26. It can be

understand that, the synchronizer 6 may disengage with both of the two double-linked gears

26.

In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 21, a quadruple clutch is disposed between the engine

unit 1 and the four input shafts. The quadruple clutch includes an input terminal coupled with the

engine unit 1, a first output terminal coupled with the first input shaft 21, a second output terminal

coupled with the second input shaft 22, a third output terminal coupled with the third input shaft

23, and a fourth output terminal coupled with the fourth input shaft 27. However, it is appreciated

that the connecting manner between the engine unit 1 and the input shafts is not limited to this

embodiment.

In some embodiments, the linked gear 26 is in such a variation which differs from the power

transmission system 100 shown in Figs. 2-13 in that the driven gear 26 is a linked gear and freely

fitted over the output shaft 24, the output unit 5 is fixed on the output shaft 24, and the

synchronizer 6 is configured to engage with the linked gear 26 and the output shaft 24. In this

embodiment, the power transmission system 100 may include a second motor generator 42 and a

third motor generator 43, arrangements of the second motor generator 42 and the third motor

generator 43 are substantially the same as that of the power transmission system 100 shown in

Figs. 2-13.

In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 17-19, the synchronizer 6 of the power transmission



system 100 can be replaced with a clutch 9 .

Specifically, in this embodiment, as shown in Figs. 17-19, the power switching device is a

clutch 9 . The clutch 9 is adapted to enable or interrupt a power transmission between the

transmission unit 2a and the output unit 5 . In other words, by the engagement of the clutch 9, the

transmission unit 2a and the output unit 5 may operate synchronously, and the output unit 5 may

output the power from the transmission unit 2a to the wheels 200. When the clutch 9 is in a

disengaged state, the power output by the transmission unit 2a may not be directly output via the

output unit 5 .

In this embodiment, the double-linked gear 26 is freely fitted over the output shaft 24, and the

output unit 5 is fixed on the output shaft 24. The clutch 9 has a driving part (C ivi in Fig. 17) and

a driven part (C ive in Fig. 17). One of the driving part and the driven part of the clutch 9 is

disposed on a linked gear such as a double-linked gear 26, and the other of the driving part and the

driven part of the clutch 9 is disposed on the output shaft 24. The driving part and the driven part

of the clutch 9 may be disengaged from or engaged with each other. For example, in the example

shown in Fig. 17, the driving part may be disposed on the output shaft 24, and the driven part may

be disposed on the linked gear 26, but the present disclosure is not limited to this embodiment.

Therefore, after the driving part and the driven part of the clutch 9 are engaged with each

other, the output shaft 24 is engaged with the double-linked gear 26 freely fitted over the output

shaft 24, so as to output the power via the output unit 5 . After the driving part and the driven part

of the clutch 9 are disengaged from each other, the linked gear 26 is freely fitted over the output

shaft 24, and the output unit 5 does not transfer the power from the transmission unit 2a.

With the power transmission system 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure,

since the synchronizer 6 is used for power switching and has advantages of small volume, simple

structure, large torque transmission and high transmission efficiency, the power transmission

system 100 according to embodiments of the present disclosure has a reduced volume, a more

compact structure and high transmission efficiency, and may meet the large-torque transmission

requirements.

Meanwhile, by the speed compensation of at least one of the first motor generator 41, the

second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43, no torque engagement of the

synchronizer 6 may be realized, the ride comfort is better, the engagement speed is higher, and the

dynamic response is faster. Compared to a clutch transmission in the related art, larger torque may



be withstood without failure, thus greatly improving the stability and reliability of the

transmission.

In some embodiments, in order to achieve the torque distribution of each wheel, as shown in

Figs. 2-3, 5, 6 and 8, four motor generators are used, and each motor generator is configured to

drive one wheel. In the related art, a mechanical four-wheel drive vehicle may only achieve the

torque distribution of front and rear wheels, and a full-time four-wheel drive vehicle may only

achieve small difference in instantaneous torque of left and right wheels. However, in the above

six embodiments, since four motors are used for driving the vehicle, +100% to -100% torque

difference adjusting of the left and right wheel motors may be realized, thus greatly enhancing the

steering stability during the high-speed turning, and improving the understeer and oversteer.

Furthermore, the turning radius of the vehicle may be greatly reduced by the rotation of the left

and right wheels in opposite directions when the vehicle runs at a low speed, such that the vehicle

is easy to operate.

The construction and operating conditions of the power transmission system 100 in various

examples will be simply described below with reference to Figs. 2-19.

Example 1

As shown in Fig. 2, the engine unit 1 is coupled with the input terminal 313 of the dual clutch

31, the first output terminal 311 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the first input shaft 21, the

second output terminal 312 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the second input shaft 22, and the

second input shaft 22 is coaxially fitted over the first input shaft 21.

Each of the first input shaft 2 1 and the second input shaft 22 is provided with one driving gear

25, and indirect power transmission between the first motor generator 4 1 and the driving gear 25

on the second input shaft 22 is performed via one intermediate gear 411. The output shaft 24 is

provided with two driven gears 26, and the two driven gears 26 are meshed with the driving gears

25 on the first input shaft 2 1 and the second input shaft 22, so as to form two gears.

The synchronizer 6 is fixed on the output shaft 24, the driving gear (i.e. the output gear 51) of

the main reducer may rotate differentially relative to the output shaft 24, the engagement gear ring

52 adapted to the synchronizer 6 is fixed at a left side of the driving gear of the main reducer. The

driving gear of the main reducer is externally meshed with the driven gear 53 of the main reducer,

and the driven gear 53 of the main reducer may be fixed on the differential 54, so as to transfer the



power to the differential 54. The differential 54 distributes the power and adaptively transfers the

distributed power to half axles at two sides of the vehicle, so as to drive the wheels 200.

Two second motor generators 42 constitute wheel-side motors configured to drive two front

wheels 210 respectively, and two third motor generators 43 constitute wheel-side motors

configured to drive two rear wheels 220 respectively. That is, each of the four wheels is provided

with one wheel- side motor.

With the power transmission system 100 in this example, by the engagement or

disengagement of the dual clutch 31, the power from the engine unit 1 may be transferred to the

output shaft 24 with two different transmission ratios respectively. The first motor generator 4 1

may transfer the power to the output shaft 24 with a constant transmission ratio via a shift gear set.

When the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the power from the output shaft 24 may be

transferred to the front wheels 210 via the main reducer and the differential 54. When the

synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the power from the output shaft 24 may not be transferred

to the front wheels 210. The two second motor generators 42 are wheel-side motors, and may

directly drive two front wheels 210 respectively. The two third motor generators 43 are wheel-side

motors, and may directly drive two rear wheels 220 respectively.

The power transmission system 100 in this example may have at least the following operating

conditions: a pure EV (electric vehicle) operating condition of the third motor generator 43, a pure

EV four-wheel drive operating condition, a parallel operating condition, a series operating

condition, a hybrid operating condition, and a braking/decelerating feedback operating condition.

First operating condition

This operating condition is a pure EV operating condition of the third motor generator 43.

The dual clutch 31 is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the engine

unit 1, the first motor generator 4 1 and the second motor generator 42 do not operate, and two

third motor generators 43 drive two rear wheels 220 respectively. This operating condition is

mainly applicable to a situation where a load is small and an electric quantity of a battery is large,

for example, during uniform motions or under urban operating conditions.

This operating condition has the advantages that since the third motor generators 43 directly

drive the rear wheels 220, compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle, the vehicle in this example has

better acceleration performance, gradeability and steering capability. Moreover, since the third

motor generators 43 independently drive the left rear wheel and the right rear wheel respectively,



an electronic differential function may be achieved, thus increasing the operating stability and

reducing the amount of tire wear. In a front-wheel drive part, since the association between the

output gear 5 1 and the front wheels 210 is interrupted by the synchronizer 6, there is no

mechanical loss in the front-wheel drive part, thus reducing the energy consumption of the vehicle.

Second operating condition

This operating condition is a pure EV four-wheel drive operating condition. The dual clutch

3 1 is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the first motor generator 4 1

does not operate, two second motor generators 42 are configured to drive two front wheels 210

respectively, and two third motor generators 43 are configured to drive two rear wheels 220

respectively. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation where a load is large and

an electric quantity of a battery is large, for example, during acceleration, climbing, overtaking, or

high-speed running.

This operating condition has the advantages of having better dynamic performance than a

single-motor drive, and having better economic efficiency and lower noise than a hybrid drive. A

typical application highlighting the advantages of this operating condition is traffic congestion at a

steep slope (mountain road).

Moreover, compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle and a rear-wheel drive vehicle, a pure EV

four-wheel drive vehicle has better acceleration performance, gradeability, handling performance

and off-road capability. Since two second motor generators 42 and two third motor generators 43

drive four wheels independently, the wheels may obtain different torques and rotating speeds, so as

to achieve the individual control on the four wheels, thus maximizing the dynamic performance,

operating stability and off-road performance. Furthermore, when torques in different directions are

applied to the left and right wheels by corresponding motor generators, the in-situ steering of the

vehicle may be realized.

Third operating condition

This operating condition is a parallel operating condition. The dual clutch 31 is in an engaged

state, the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, and the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator

4 1 transfer the power to the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer via the shift gear set and the

synchronizer 6, and the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer transfers the power to the front wheels

210 via the differential 54, while two second motor generators 42 transfer the power to the

corresponding front wheels 210 and two third motor generators 43 transfer the power to the



corresponding rear wheels 220. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation where

a load is the largest, for example, during quick acceleration, or climbing steep slopes.

This operating condition has the advantages that five motor generators and the engine unit 1

drive the vehicle simultaneously, thus maximizing the dynamic performance. Compared to a

front-wheel drive vehicle and a rear-wheel drive vehicle, a HEV four-wheel drive vehicle has

better acceleration performance, gradeability, handling performance and off-road capability.

Moreover, since the third motor generators 43 independently drive the left rear wheel and the right

rear wheel respectively, an electronic differential function may be achieved, and a mechanical

differential in the related art is avoided, thus reducing parts while increasing the handling stability

and reducing the amount of tire wear.

Fourth operating condition

This operating condition is a series operating condition. The dual clutch 31 is in an engaged

state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the engine unit 1 drives the first motor generator

4 1 via the dual clutch 3 1 and the shift gear set to generate electricity, the second motor generators

42 are configured to drive the front wheels 210 respectively, and the third motor generators 43 are

configured to drive the rear wheels 220 respectively. This operating condition is mainly applicable

to a situation where a load is medium and an electric quantity of a battery is small.

This operating condition has the advantages that, compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle and

a rear-wheel drive vehicle, the vehicle under the series (i.e. four-wheel drive series) operating

condition has better acceleration performance, gradeability, handling performance and off-road

capability. Since two second motor generators 42 and two third motor generators 43 drive four

wheels independently, the wheels may obtain different torques and rotating speeds, so as to

achieve the individual control on the four wheels, thus maximizing the dynamic performance,

handling stability and off-road performance. Furthermore, when torques in different directions are

applied to the left and right wheels by corresponding motor generators, the in-situ steering of the

vehicle may be realized. Moreover, the first motor generator 4 1 may keep the engine unit 1

running in an optimal economic region through the torque and speed control, thus reducing fuel

consumption during the electricity generation.

Fifth operating condition

This operating condition is a braking/decelerating feedback operating condition. The dual

clutch 3 1 is in an engaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the engine unit 1



drives the first motor generator 4 1 to generate electricity, the second motor generators 42 brake the

front wheels 210 and generate electricity, and the third motor generators 43 brake the rear wheels

220 and generate electricity This operating condition is mainly used for braking or decelerating

the vehicle.

This operating condition has the advantages that, since the second motor generator 42 and the

third motor generator 43 brake four wheels respectively during the decelerating or braking,

whether the vehicle is turning or moving straightly, the power of each wheel may be fully absorbed,

in the premise of ensuring the braking force and stability of the vehicle, thus maximizing the

energy feedback. Moreover, because of the disengagement of the synchronizer 6, while the four

motor generators brake the four wheels respectively, the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator

4 1 may continue generating electricity, so as to enable a stable electricity generation state, avoid

frequent switching, and extend the life of components.

Sixth operating condition

This operating condition is a series-parallel operating condition. The dual clutch 3 1 is in an

engaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, a part of the power from the engine unit 1

drives the first motor generator 4 1 via the dual clutch 3 1 and the shift gear set to generate

electricity, the other part of the power from the engine unit 1 is transferred to the driving gear 51

of the main reducer via the shift gear set and the synchronizer 6, the second motor generators 42

drive the front wheels 210 directly via the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer, and the third motor

generators 43 drive the rear wheels 220 respectively. This operating condition is mainly applicable

to a situation where a load is large and an electric quantity of a battery is small, for example,

during acceleration or climbing. This operating condition has the advantages of exploiting all the

power from the engine unit 1, ensuring the dynamic property of the vehicle while generating

electricity, and maintaining the electric quantity of the battery.

The above six operating conditions may be switched, and typical switching between

operating conditions is switching from the fourth operating condition to the third operating

condition, or switching from the fourth operating condition to the fifth operating condition.

Specifically, the switching from the fourth operating condition to the third operating condition

will be described as follows. For example, when it is necessary to quickly accelerate for overtaking

or avoiding obstacles, according to the throttle demand of a driver, the power transmission system

100 may switch from the fourth operating condition to the third operating condition. At this time,



the first motor generator 4 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the rotating

speed of the driving gear of the main reducer as a target speed through the rotating speed control,

so as to match the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the rotating speed of the driving gear

of the main reducer as far as possible, thus facilitating the engagement of the synchronizer 6 .

During the matching, the second motor generators 42 and the third motor generators 43 may

respond to the needs of the driver to increase the torque, such that the vehicle is accelerated, unlike

a vehicle in the related art which is accelerated only when the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state.

The torque compensation in advance may greatly shorten the torque response time and improve

the instantaneous acceleration performance of the vehicle.

As another example, the switching from the fourth operating condition to the fifth operating

condition will be described as follows. When the vehicle needs to be braked or decelerated,

according to the throttle demand or the brake pedal operation of the driver, the power transmission

system 100 may switch from the fourth operating condition to the fifth operating condition. The

second motor generators 42 and the third motor generators 43 may meet the braking feedback

requirements, and the feedback of the first motor generator 4 1 is not needed. At this time, the

second motor generators 42 and the third motor generators 43 may respond to the needs of the

driver to brake the wheels and feed back the electric quantity, which need not be like a vehicle in

the related art which feeds back the electric quantity only when the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged

state.

Meanwhile, the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 may be kept generating

electricity, under the braking operating condition and the series operating condition. The torque

compensation in advance may greatly shorten the motor braking response time and increase the

feedback electric quantity.

Specifically, under complex road conditions, for example, when the vehicle runs uphill,

downhill, on a bumpy road, or under a low adhesion condition, the engagement of the

synchronizer 6 is difficult due to the instability of the speed of the vehicle. Even if the first motor

generator 4 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 through the rotating speed control,

since the rotating speed of the driving gear of the main reducer along with the speed of the vehicle

is not controllable, the speed adjusting accuracy and rate of the first motor generator 4 1 may be

reduced. Under such road conditions, since the second motor generators 42 and the third motor

generators 43 may compensate for the torque of the vehicle, the speed of the vehicle may be



stabilized effectively, thus improving the driving experience of the vehicle and simplifying

engagement of the synchronizer 6 .

Example 2

As shown in Fig. 3, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2 in the arrangement of the third motor generators

43. In this example, each third motor generator 43 drives a corresponding rear wheel 220 via one

second speed changing mechanism 72. Other parts in this example are substantially the same as

those in the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2, so the detailed description thereof

will be omitted here. The operating conditions of the power transmission system 100 in this

example are substantially the same as those of the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2,

except that the power transfer between the third motor generators 43 and the corresponding rear

wheels 220 is performed via the second speed changing mechanism 72, which will not be detailed

here.

Example 3

As shown in Fig. 4, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2 in the arrangement of the third motor generators

43. In this example, one third motor generator 43 is provided and drives the rear wheels 220 via

one first speed changing mechanism 71. Other parts in this example are substantially the same as

those in the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2, so the detailed description thereof

will be omitted here. The operating conditions of the power transmission system 100 in this

example are substantially the same as those of the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2,

except that since two rear wheels 220 are driven by one third motor generator 43 and one first

speed changing mechanism 71, in the premise of no new components, the differential rotation of

the rear wheels 220 may not be realized by means of only one motor and one speed changing

mechanism, however, it would be appreciated that a differential integrally formed with the first

speed changing mechanism 7 1 may be added to realize the differential rotation of the two rear

wheels 220.

Example 4



As shown in Fig. 5, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2 in the arrangement of the second motor generators

42. In this example, the second motor generators 42 are disposed at two sides of the differential 54

back to back respectively. Other parts in this example are substantially the same as those in the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2, so the detailed description thereof will be omitted

here. The operating conditions of the power transmission system 100 in this example are

substantially the same as those of the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2, which will

not be detailed here.

Example 5

As shown in Fig. 6, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 5 in the arrangement of the third motor generators

43. In this example, each third motor generator 43 drives a corresponding rear wheel 220 via one

second speed changing mechanism 72. Other parts in this example are substantially the same as

those in the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2, so the detailed description thereof

will be omitted here. The operating conditions of the power transmission system 100 in this

example are substantially the same as those of the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2,

which will not be detailed here.

Example 6

As shown in Fig. 7, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 5 in the arrangement of the third motor generators

43. In this example, one third motor generator 43 is provided and drives the rear wheels 220 via

one first speed changing mechanism 71. Other parts in this example are substantially the same as

those in the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 5, so the detailed description thereof

will be omitted here. The operating conditions of the power transmission system 100 in this

example are substantially the same as those of the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 5,

except that since two rear wheels 220 are driven by one third motor generator 43 and one first

speed changing mechanism 71, in the premise of no new components, the differential rotation of

the rear wheels 220 may not be realized by means of only one motor and one speed changing

mechanism, however, it would be appreciated that a differential integrally formed with the first



speed changing mechanism 7 1 may be added to realize the differential rotation of the two rear

wheels 220.

Example 7

As shown in Fig. 8, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2 in the type of the clutch as well as the number of

the input shafts, the driving gears 25 and the driven gears 26. In this example, the clutch is a triple

clutch 32, three input shafts are provided, and correspondingly three pairs of driving gears 25 and

driven gears 26 are provided. Other parts in this example are substantially the same as those in the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2, so the detailed description thereof will be omitted

here.

Example 8

As shown in Fig. 9, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 2 in that the third motor generators 43 in the

example shown in Fig. 2 are eliminated, and the power transmission system 100 in this example is

in a two-wheel drive mode.

The power transmission system 100 in this example may have at least the following operating

conditions.

First operating condition

This operating condition is a pure EV operating condition of the second motor generator 42.

The dual clutch 31 is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the engine

unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 do not operate, and the second motor generators 42 drive

the front wheels 210 directly. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation where a

load is small and an electric quantity of a battery is large, for example, during uniform motions or

under urban operating conditions.

This operating condition has the advantages that, since the second motor generators 42

directly drive the front wheels 210, the transmission chain is the shortest, and operating

components is the fewest, thus achieving maximum transmission efficiency and minimum noise.

Moreover, since the second motor generators 42 independently drive the left front wheel 210 and

the right front wheel 210 respectively, an electronic differential function may be achieved, thus



increasing the handling stability and reducing the amount of tire wear.

Second operating condition

This operating condition is a pure EV operating condition of three motors. The dual clutch 3 1

is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the engine unit 1 does not

operate, the first motor generator 4 1 transfers the power to the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer

via the shift gear set and the synchronizer 6, and the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer evenly

distributes the power to the left and right front wheels 210 via the differential 54, while the second

motor generators 42 directly drive the left and right front wheels 210.

This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation where a load is large and an

electric quantity of a battery is large, for example, during acceleration, climbing, overtaking, or

high-speed running. This operating condition has the advantages of having better dynamic

performance than a single-motor drive, and having better economic efficiency and lower noise

than a hybrid drive. A typical application highlighting the advantages of this operating condition is

traffic congestion at a steep slope (mountain road).

Third operating condition

This operating condition is a parallel operating condition. The dual clutch 3 1 is in a

disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the engine unit 1 and the first motor

generator 4 1 transfer the power to the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer via the shift gear set and

the synchronizer 6, the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer evenly distributes the power to the left

and right front wheels 210 via the differential 54, and the second motor generators 42 directly

drive the left and right front wheels 210. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a

situation where a load is the largest, for example, during quick acceleration, or climbing steep

slopes.

This operating condition has the advantages that three motors and the engine unit 1 drive the

vehicle simultaneously, thus maximizing the dynamic performance.

Fourth operating condition

This operating condition is a series operating condition. The dual clutch 31 is in an engaged

state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the engine unit 1 drives the first motor generator

4 1 via the dual clutch 3 1 and the shift gear set to generate electricity, the second motor generators

42 directly drive the front wheels 210. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation

where a load is medium and an electric quantity of a battery is small.



This operating condition has the advantages that, since the second motor generators 42

directly drive the front wheels 210, the transmission chain is the shortest, and operating

components is the fewest, thus achieving maximum transmission efficiency and minimum noise.

Meanwhile, the first motor generator 4 1 may keep the engine unit 1 running in an optimal

economic region through the torque and speed control, thus reducing fuel consumption during the

electricity generation. Moreover, since the second motor generators 42 independently drive the left

front wheel 210 and the right front wheel 210 respectively, an electronic differential function may

be achieved, thus increasing the handling stability and reducing the amount of tire wear.

Fifth operating condition

This operating condition is a braking/decelerating feedback operating condition. The dual

clutch 3 1 is in an engaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the engine unit 1

drives the first motor generator 4 1 to generate electricity, the second motor generator 42 directly

brake the front wheels 210 and generate electricity. This operating condition is mainly used for

braking or decelerating the vehicle. This operating condition has the advantages that, since the

second motor generator 42 brake two wheels respectively during the decelerating or braking of the

vehicle, the braking energy may be absorbed to the largest extent and converted into electric

energy, and the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 may continue generating electricity,

so as to enable a stable electricity generation state and avoid frequent switching.

The above five operating conditions may be switched, and typical switching between

operating conditions is switching from the fourth operating condition to the third operating

condition, or switching from the fourth operating condition to the fifth operating condition.

Specifically, the switching from the fourth operating condition to the third operating condition

will be described as follows. For example, when it is necessary to quickly accelerate for overtaking

or avoiding obstacles, according to the throttle demand of a driver, the power transmission system

100 may switch from the fourth operating condition to the third operating condition. At this time,

the first motor generator 4 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the rotating

speed of the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer as a target speed through the rotating speed

control, so as to match the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 with the rotating speed of the

driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer as far as possible, thus facilitating the engagement of the

synchronizer 6 .

During the matching, the second motor generators 42 may respond to the needs of the driver



to increase the torque, such that the vehicle is accelerated, unlike a vehicle in the related art which

is accelerated only when the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state. The torque compensation in

advance may greatly shorten the torque response time and improve the instantaneous acceleration

performance of the vehicle.

As another example, the switching from the fourth operating condition to the fifth operating

condition will be described as follows. When the vehicle needs to be braked or decelerated,

according to the throttle demand or the brake pedal operation of the driver, the power transmission

system 100 may switch from the fourth operating condition to the fifth operating condition. The

second motor generators 42 may meet the braking feedback requirements, and the feedback of the

first motor generator 4 1 is not needed. At this time, the second motor generators 42 may respond

to the needs of the driver to brake the wheels and feed back the electric quantity. The vehicle does

not require the synchronizer 6 to be in an engaged state to feed back the electric quantity.

Meanwhile, the engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 may be kept generating

electricity, under the braking operating condition and the series operating condition. The torque

compensation in advance may greatly shorten the motor braking response time and increase the

feedback electric quantity.

Specifically, under complex road conditions, for example, when the vehicle runs uphill,

downhill, on a bumpy road, or under a low adhesion condition, the engagement of the

synchronizer 6 is difficult due to the instability of the speed of the vehicle. Even if the first motor

generator 4 1 may adjust the rotating speed of the output shaft 24 through the rotating speed control,

since the rotating speed of the driving gear of the main reducer along with the speed of the vehicle

is not controllable, the speed adjusting accuracy and rate of the first motor generator 4 1 may be

reduced. Under these road conditions, since the second motor generators 42 may compensate for

the torque of the vehicle, the speed of the vehicle may be stabilized effectively, thus improving the

driving experience of the vehicle and simplifying the engagement of the synchronizer 6 .

Example 9

As shown in Fig. 10, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 9 in the arrangement of the second motor generators

42. In this example, the second motor generators 42 are disposed at two sides of the differential 54

back to back respectively. Other parts in this example are substantially the same as those in the



power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 9, so the detailed description thereof will be omitted

here.

Example 10

As shown in Fig. 11, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 9 in the arrangement of the second motor generators

42. In this example, two second motor generators 42 are provided, and each second motor

generator 42 drives a corresponding rear wheel 220 via one fourth speed changing mechanism 74.

Other parts in this example are substantially the same as those in the power transmission system

100 shown in Fig. 9, so the detailed description thereof will be omitted here.

The power transmission system 100 in this example may have at least the following operating

conditions.

First operating condition

This operating condition is a pure EV operating condition of the second motor generator 42.

The dual clutch 3 1 is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the engine

unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 do not operate, and each second motor generator 42 drives

one rear wheel 220 via a corresponding fourth speed changing mechanism 74. This operating

condition is mainly applicable to a situation where a load is small and an electric quantity of a

battery is large, for example, during uniform motions or under urban operating conditions. This

operating condition has the advantages that, since the second motor generators 42 drive the rear

wheels 220, compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle, the vehicle in this example has better

acceleration performance, gradeability and steering capability. Moreover, since the second motor

generators 42 independently drive the left rear wheel and the right rear wheel respectively, an

electronic differential function may be achieved, thus increasing the handling stability and

reducing the amount of tire wear. In a front-wheel drive part, since the association between the

output gear 5 1 and the front wheels 210 is interrupted by the synchronizer 6, there is no

mechanical loss in the front-wheel drive part, thus reducing the energy consumption of the vehicle.

Second operating condition

This operating condition is a pure EV four-wheel drive operating condition. The dual clutch

3 1 is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the engine unit 1 does not

operate, the first motor generator 4 1 drives the front wheels 210 respectively, and the second



motor generators 42 drive the rear wheels 220 respectively. This operating condition is mainly

applicable to a situation where a load is large and an electric quantity of a battery is large, for

example, during acceleration, climbing, overtaking, or high-speed running. This operating

condition has the advantages of having better dynamic performance than a single-motor drive, and

having better economic efficiency and lower noise than a hybrid drive. A typical application

highlighting the advantages of this operating condition is traffic congestion at a steep slope

(mountain road). Moreover, compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle and a rear-wheel drive

vehicle, a pure EV four-wheel drive vehicle has better acceleration performance, gradeability,

handling performance and off-road capability. Moreover, since the second motor generators 42

independently drive the left rear wheel and the right rear wheel respectively, an electronic

differential function may be achieved, thus increasing the handling stability and reducing the

amount of tire wear.

Third operating condition

This operating condition is a parallel operating condition. The dual clutch 3 1 is in a

disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the engine unit 1 and the first motor

generator 4 1 drive the front wheels 210 simultaneously, and the second motor generators 42 drive

the rear wheels 220 respectively. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation where

a load is the largest, for example, during quick acceleration, or climbing steep slopes. This

operating condition has the advantages that two motor generators and the engine unit 1 drive the

vehicle simultaneously, thus maximizing the dynamic performance. Compared to a front-wheel

drive vehicle and a rear-wheel drive vehicle, a HEV four-wheel drive vehicle has better

acceleration performance, gradeability, handling performance and off-road capability. Moreover,

since the second motor generators 42 independently drive the left rear wheel and the right rear

wheel respectively, an electronic differential function may be achieved, thus increasing the

handling stability and reducing the amount of tire wear.

Fourth operating condition

This operating condition is a series operating condition. The dual clutch 31 is in an engaged

state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the engine unit 1 drives the first motor generator

4 1 to generate electricity, and the second motor generators 42 drive the rear wheels 220

respectively. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation where a load is medium

and an electric quantity of a battery is small. This operating condition has the advantages that,



since the two second motor generators 42 independently drive the left rear wheel and the right rear

wheel respectively, an electronic differential function may be achieved, thus increasing the

handling stability and reducing the amount of tire wear. Compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle,

the vehicle under the series operating condition has better acceleration performance, gradeability,

and steering capability. Moreover, the first motor generator 4 1 may keep the engine unit 1 running

in an optimal economic region through the torque and speed control, thus reducing fuel

consumption during the electricity generation.

Fifth operating condition

This operating condition is a braking/decelerating feedback operating condition. The dual

clutch 3 1 is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the engine unit 1 does

not operate, and the first motor generator 4 1 and the second motor generators 42 brake the vehicle

and generate electricity simultaneously. This operating condition has the advantages that, since

three motors brake the vehicle simultaneously during the decelerating or braking of the vehicle, the

braking energy may be absorbed to the largest extent and converted into electric energy. By the

disengagement of the dual clutch, the braking of the vehicle by the friction torque of the engine

unit may be eliminated, so that more power is left to be absorbed by the motor. Because of the

braking feedback of the front-wheel drive and the rear-wheel drive, the braking force may be

distributed to front and rear motors in the premise of ensuring the braking force of the vehicle, and

more electric energy may be fed back compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle or a rear-wheel

drive vehicle. Moreover, two second motor generators 42 may control the braking force

independently, thus improving the handling stability of the vehicle during braking when turning,

and further increasing the feedback energy.

Similarly, the operating conditions of the power transmission system 100 in this example may

be switched, and typical switching between operating conditions is switching from the fourth

operating condition to the third operating condition, or switching from the fourth operating

condition to the fifth operating condition. The switching between the operating conditions of the

power transmission system 100 in this example is similar to that in the above examples, so the

detailed description thereof will be omitted here.

Example 11

As shown in Fig. 12, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the



power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 9 in the arrangement of the second motor generators

42. In this example, one second motor generators 42 is provided, and the second motor generator

42 drives the rear wheels 220 via one third speed changing mechanism 73. Other parts in this

example are substantially the same as those in the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 9,

so the detailed description thereof will be omitted here.

In this example, the second motor generator 42 may be used to drive the vehicle separately.

At this time, the dual clutch 3 1 and the synchronizer 6 are in a disengaged state. This operating

condition is mainly applicable to a situation where a load is small and an electric quantity of a

battery is large, for example, during uniform motions or under urban operating conditions. This

operating condition has the advantages that, since the second motor generators 42 directly drive

the rear wheels 220 via the third speed changing mechanism 73, compared to a front-wheel drive

vehicle, the vehicle in this example has better acceleration performance, gradeability and steering

capability. In a front-wheel drive part, since the association between the output gear 5 1 and the

front wheels 210 is interrupted by the synchronizer 6, there is no mechanical loss in the

front-wheel drive part, thus reducing the energy consumption of the vehicle. In a rear-wheel drive

part, a differential integrally formed with the third speed changing mechanism 73 may also be

provided.

In this example, the power transmission system 100 may also have a pure EV four-wheel

drive operating condition. At this time, the dual clutch 31 is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer

6 is in an engaged state, the engine unit 1 does not operate, the first motor generator 4 1 drive the

front wheels 210 respectively, and the second motor generator 42 drives the rear wheels 220

respectively. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation where a load is large and

an electric quantity of a battery is large, for example, during acceleration, climbing, overtaking, or

high-speed running. This operating condition has the advantages of having better dynamic

performance than a single-motor drive, and having better economic efficiency and lower noise

than a hybrid drive. A typical application highlighting the advantages of this operating condition is

traffic congestion at a steep slope (mountain road). Moreover, compared to a front-wheel drive

vehicle and a rear-wheel drive vehicle, a pure EV four-wheel drive vehicle has better acceleration

performance, gradeability, handling performance and off-road capability.

In this example, the power transmission system 100 may also have a parallel operating

condition. The dual clutch 3 1 is in an engaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in an engaged state, the



engine unit 1 and the first motor generator 4 1 drive the front wheels 210 simultaneously, and the

second motor generator 42 drive the rear wheels 220. This operating condition is mainly

applicable to a situation where a load is the largest, for example, during quick acceleration, or

climbing steep slopes. This operating condition has the advantages that two motor generators and

the engine unit 1 drive the vehicle simultaneously, thus maximizing the dynamic performance.

Compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle and a rear-wheel drive vehicle, a HEV four-wheel drive

vehicle has better acceleration performance, gradeability, handling performance and off-road

capability.

In this example, the power transmission system 100 may also have a series operating

condition. The dual clutch 3 1 is in an engaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in a disengaged state, the

engine unit 1 drives the first motor generator 4 1 to generate electricity, and the second motor

generator 42 drive the rear wheels 220. This operating condition is mainly applicable to a situation

where a load is medium and an electric quantity of a battery is small. This operating condition has

the advantages that compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle, the vehicle under the series operating

condition has better acceleration performance, gradeability, handling performance and steering

capability. Moreover, the first motor generator 4 1 may keep the engine unit 1 running in an

optimal economic region through the torque and speed control, thus reducing fuel consumption

during the electricity generation.

In this example, the power transmission system 100 may also have a braking/decelerating

feedback operating condition. The dual clutch 31 is in a disengaged state, the synchronizer 6 is in

an engaged state, the engine unit 1 does not operate, and the first motor generator 4 1 and the

second motor generator 42 brake the vehicle and generate electricity simultaneously. This

operating condition has the advantages that, since two motors brake the vehicle simultaneously

during the decelerating or braking of the vehicle, the braking energy may be absorbed to the

largest extent and converted into electric energy. By the disengagement of the dual clutch, the

braking of the vehicle by the friction torque of the engine unit may be eliminated, so that more

power is left to be absorbed by the motor. Because of the braking feedback of the front-wheel

drive and the rear-wheel drive, the braking force may be distributed to front and rear motors in the

premise of ensuring the braking force of the vehicle, and more electric energy may be fed back

compared to a front-wheel drive vehicle or a rear-wheel drive vehicle.

Similarly, the operating conditions of the power transmission system 100 in this example may



be switched, and typical switching between operating conditions is switching from the fourth

operating condition to the third operating condition, or switching from the fourth operating

condition to the fifth operating condition. The switching between the operating conditions of the

power transmission system 100 in this example is similar to that in the above examples, so the

detailed description thereof will be omitted here.

Example 12

As shown in Fig. 13, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 9 in the arrangement of the second motor generators

42. In this example, two second motor generators 42 are provided and are wheel-side motors, and

each second motor generator 42 drives a corresponding rear wheel 220. The power transmission

manner in this example is similar to that shown in Fig. 11, and other parts in this example are

substantially the same as those in the power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 9, so the

detailed description thereof will be omitted here.

Example 13

As shown in Fig. 14, the engine unit 1 is coupled with the input terminal 313 of the dual

clutch 31, the first output terminal 311 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the first input shaft 21,

the second output terminal 312 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the second input shaft 22, and

the second input shaft 22 is coaxially fitted over the first input shaft 21.

Each of the first input shaft 2 1 and the second input shaft 22 is provided with one driving gear

25 by fixing, the double-linked gear 26 (i.e. a driven gear) is freely fitted over the output shaft 24,

the first gear part 261 of the double-linked gear 26 is meshed with the driving gear 25 on the first

input shaft 21, and the second gear part 262 of the double-linked gear 26 is meshed with the

driving gear 25 on the second input shaft 22.

A first intermediate shaft gear 451 and a second intermediate shaft gear 452 are fixed on the

intermediate shaft 45. The first intermediate shaft gear 451 is meshed with the driving gear 25 on

the second input shaft 22. Indirect power transmission between the output terminal of the first

motor generator 4 1 and the second intermediate shaft gear 452 via an intermediate idler 44 is

performed.

The synchronizer 6 is fixed on the output shaft 24 and configured to engage with the



double-linked gear 26. The driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer is fixed on the output shaft 24. The

driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer is externally meshed with the driven gear 53 of the main

reducer, and the driven gear 53 of the main reducer may be fixed on a housing of the differential

54, so as to transfer the power to the differential 54. The differential 54 distributes the power and

adaptively transfers the distributed power to half axles at two sides of the vehicle, so as to drive

the wheels 200.

Example 14

As shown in Fig. 15, the engine unit 1 is coupled with the input terminal 313 of the dual

clutch 31, the first output terminal 311 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the first input shaft 21,

the second output terminal 312 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the second input shaft 22, and

the second input shaft 22 is coaxially fitted over the first input shaft 21.

Each of the first input shaft 2 1 and the second input shaft 22 is provided with one driving gear

25, the double-linked gear 26 (i.e. a driven gear) is freely fitted over the output shaft 24, the first

gear part 261 of the double-linked gear 26 is meshed with the driving gear 25 on the first input

shaft 21, and the second gear part 262 of the double-linked gear 26 is meshed with the driving gear

25 on the second input shaft 22.

A first intermediate shaft gear 451 and a second intermediate shaft gear 452 are fixed on the

intermediate shaft 45. The first intermediate shaft gear 451 is meshed with the driving gear 25 on

the second input shaft 22. The output terminal of the first motor generator 4 1 is directly meshed

with the second intermediate shaft gear 452 for power transmission.

The synchronizer 6 is fixed on the output shaft 24 and configured to engage with the

double-linked gear 26. The driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer is fixed on the output shaft 24. The

driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer is externally meshed with the driven gear 53 of the main

reducer, and the driven gear 53 of the main reducer may be fixed on a housing of the differential

54, so as to transfer the power to the differential 54. The differential 54 distributes the power and

adaptively transfers the distributed power to half axles at two sides of the vehicle, so as to drive

the wheels 200.

Example 15

As shown in Fig. 16, the engine unit 1 is coupled with the input terminal 313 of the dual



clutch 31, the first output terminal 311 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the first input shaft 21,

the second output terminal 312 of the dual clutch 3 1 is coupled with the second input shaft 22, and

the second input shaft 22 is coaxially fitted over the first input shaft 21.

Each of the first input shaft 2 1 and the second input shaft 22 is provided with one driving gear

25, the double-linked gear 26 (i.e. a driven gear) is freely fitted over the output shaft 24, the first

gear part 261 of the double-linked gear 26 is meshed with the driving gear 25 on the first input

shaft 21, and the second gear part 262 of the double-linked gear 26 is meshed with the driving gear

25 on the second input shaft 22. The output terminal of the first motor generator 4 1 is directly

meshed with the first gear part 261 for power transmission.

The synchronizer 6 is fixed on the output shaft 24 and configured to engage with the

double-linked gear 26. The driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer is fixed on the output shaft 24. The

driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer is externally meshed with the driven gear 53 of the main

reducer, and the driven gear 53 of the main reducer may be fixed on a housing of the differential

54, so as to transfer the power to the differential 54. The differential 54 distributes the power and

adaptively transfers the distributed power to half axles at two sides of the vehicle, so as to drive

the wheels 200.

Example 16

As shown in Fig. 17, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 14 in that the clutch 9 is provided instead of the

synchronizer 6 of the power transmission system 100 in Fig. 14, and the driving gear 5 1 of the

main reducer is fixed on the output shaft 24.

Example 17

As shown in Fig. 18, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the

power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 15 in that the clutch 9 is provided instead of the

synchronizer 6 of the power transmission system 100 in Fig. 15, and the driving gear 5 1 of the

main reducer is fixed on the output shaft 24.

Example 18

As shown in Fig. 19, the power transmission system 100 in this example differs from the



power transmission system 100 shown in Fig. 16 in that the clutch 9 is provided instead of the

synchronizer 6 of the power transmission system 100 in Fig. 16, and the driving gear 5 1 of the

main reducer is fixed on the output shaft 24.

It should be noted that, as shown in Figs. 14-19, in a variation of the linked gear 26, the

power transmission system 100 may further include at least one of the second motor generator 42

and the third motor generator 43 (not shown in Figs. 14-19), and the arrangement of at least one of

the second motor generator 42 and the third motor generator 43 may be the same as that in Figs.

2-13, for example, being in a wheel-side form, or being disposed at two sides of the differential

back to back. For example, alternatively, the driving gear 5 1 of the main reducer of the power

transmission system 100 shown in Figs. 14-19 may be configured to drive the front wheels 210,

and the rear-wheel drive may be the same as that shown in Fig. 12, i.e. the rear wheels 220 are

driven by one second motor generator 42 and one reducing mechanism.

In some embodiments, the second motor generator 42 is configured to drive the front and/or

rear wheels 210, 220.

In some embodiments, the second motor generator 42 is configured to drive the front wheels

210, and the third motor generator 43 is configured to drive the rear wheels 220.

Example 19

As shown in Fig. 22, the power transmission system 100 is different from the power

transmission system 100 as shown in Fig. 14 in that: two second motor generators are provided to

drive two front wheels of the vehicle; and two third motor generators are provided to drive two

rear wheels of the vehicle. Both the second and third motor generators are wheel-side motors.

Embodiments of the present disclosure further provide a vehicle including the

abovementioned power transmission system 100. It would be appreciated that, other components

(e.g., a driving system, a steering system, and a braking system) of the vehicle according to

embodiments of the present disclosure are well known to those skilled in the art, so the detailed

description thereof will be omitted here.

Reference throughout this specification to "an embodiment," "some embodiments," "one

embodiment", "another example," "an example," "a specific example," or "some examples,"

means that a particular feature, structure, material, or characteristic described in connection with

the embodiment or example is included in at least one embodiment or example of the present



disclosure. Thus, the appearances of the phrases such as "in some embodiments," "in one

embodiment", "in an embodiment", "in another example," "in an example," "in a specific

example," or "in some examples," in various places throughout this specification are not

necessarily referring to the same embodiment or example of the present disclosure. Furthermore,

the particular features, structures, materials, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable

manner in one or more embodiments or examples.

Although explanatory embodiments have been shown and described, it would be appreciated

by those skilled in the art that the above embodiments cannot be construed to limit the present

disclosure, and changes, alternatives, and modifications can be made in the embodiments without

departing from spirit, principles and scope of the present disclosure.



What is claimed is:

1. A power transmission system for a vehicle, comprising:

an engine unit;

a plurality of input shafts, wherein the engine unit is configured to selectively engage

with one of the input shafts when the engine unit transmits power to the input shafts;

a plurality of driving gears with one driving gear disposed on one input shaft;

an output shaft configured to transfer the power from the input shafts;

one or more linked gears rotatable at a different speed relative to the output shaft, wherein

the linked gears include a plurality of gear parts, the gear parts being configured to mesh with the

driving gears on the input shafts;

an output unit coupled on the output shaft and configured to transmit the power to front

wheels of the vehicle;

a synchronizer disposed on the output shaft and configured to selectively engage with

the linked gear;

a first motor generator configured to directly or indirectly couple with one of the input shaft

and the output shaft for power transmission;

two second motor generators configured to drive one or more front wheels of the vehicle; and

two third motor generators configured to drive one or more rear wheels of the vehicle,

wherein both the second and third motor generators are wheel-side motors.

2 . The power transmission system according to claim 1, wherein the plurality of input shafts

are coaxial and fitted over one another sequentially, and the driving gear are fixed on the input

shafts respectively.

3 . The power transmission system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the plurality of input

shafts comprise a first input shaft and a second input shaft fitted over the first input shaft, two

driving gears are disposed on the first input shaft and the second input shaft respectively,

wherein the one or more linked gears comprise a double-linked gear, the double-linked gear

comprises a first gear part and a second gear part, and the first gear part and the second gear part

are configured to mesh with the two driving gears respectively.



4 . The power transmission system according to claim 3, further comprising:

a dual clutch including an input terminal coupled with the engine unit, a first output

terminal coupled with the first input shaft, and a second output terminal coupled with the

second input shaft.

5 . The power transmission system according to claim 4, wherein the first motor generator

includes an output terminal directly or indirectly coupled with one of the driving gears for power

transmission.

6 . The power transmission system according to any of claims 1 to 5, further comprising an

intermediate shaft and first and second gears fixed on the intermediate shaft, wherein one of the

first and second gears is configured to mesh with one of the driving gears, the first motor generator

includes an output terminal directly coupled with the other one of the first and second gears for

power transmission, or the output terminal of the first motor generator is indirectly coupled with

the other one of the first and second gears via an intermediate idler for power transmission.

7 . The power transmission system according to any of claims 1 to 6, wherein an engagement

gear ring is disposed at a side, facing the synchronizer, of the linked gear, and the synchronizer is

adapted to engage with the engagement gear ring.

8. The power transmission system according to any of claims 1 to 7, wherein the output unit

further comprises a main reducer having a driving gear.

9 . The power transmission system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the plurality of input

shafts comprise a first input shaft, a second input shaft fitted over the first input shaft, and a

third input shaft fitted over the second input shaft;

three driving gears are disposed on the first, second and third input shafts

correspondingly; and

the one or more linked gears comprise a triple-linked gear, the triple-linked gear comprises a

first gear part, a second gear part and a third gear part, and the first gear part, the second gear part



and the third gear part are configured to mesh with the three driving gears respectively.

10. The power transmission system according to claim 9, further comprising:a triple clutch

including an input terminal coupled with the engine unit, a first output terminal coupled with the

first input shaft, a second output terminal coupled with the second input shaft, and a third output

terminal coupled with the third input shaft.

11. The power transmission system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the plurality of input

shafts comprise a first input shaft, a second input shaft fitted over the first input shaft, and a

third input shaft fitted over the second input shaft; and a fourth input shaft fitted over the

third input shaft;

the one or more linked gears comprise two linked gears, each linked gear is a

double-linked gear comprising a first gear part and a second gear part, and the first gear part and

the second gear part are configured to mesh with the corresponding driving gears respectively; and

the synchronizer is disposed between the two linked gears.

12. The power transmission system according to claim 11, further comprising:

a quadruple clutch comprising an input terminal coupled with the engine unit, a first output

terminal coupled with the first input shaft, a second output terminal coupled with the second input

shaft, a third output terminal coupled with the third input shaft, and a fourth output terminal

coupled with the fourth input shaft.

13. The power transmission system according to any of claims 1 to 12, further comprising a

differential disposed between two front wheels and configured to cooperate with the output unit

for power transmission.

14. A power transmission system for a vehicle, comprising:

an engine unit;

a first input shaft and a second input shaft coaxially fitted over the first input shaft;

two driving gears fixed on the first input shaft and the second input shaft respectively;



a dual clutch comprising an input terminal coupled with the engine unit, a first output

terminal coupled with the first input shaft, and a second output terminal coupled with the

second input shaft;

an output shaft;

a double-linked gear freely fitted over the output shaft, the double-linked gear comprising a

first gear part configured to mesh with the driving gear on the first input shaft and a second gear

part configured to mesh with the driving gear on the second input shaft;

an intermediate shaft, the intermediate shaft comprising:

a first intermediate shaft gear fixed on the intermediate shaft and configured to mesh

with the driving gear on the second input shaft; and

a second intermediate shaft gear fixed on the intermediate shaft;

a first motor generator comprising an output terminal coupled with the second intermediate

shaft gear for direct power transmission or coupled with the second intermediate shaft gear via an

intermediate idler for indirect power transmission;

a differential disposed between two front wheels of the vehicle;

a main reducer having a driving gear and a driven gear configured to mesh with the driving

gear of the main reducer, wherein the driving gear of the main reducer is fixed on the output shaft,

and the driven gear of the main reducer is disposed on the differential;

a synchronizer disposed on the output shaft and adapted to selectively engage with the

double-linked gear;

two second motor generators configured to drive one or more front wheels of the vehicle; and

two third motor generators configured to drive one or more rear wheels of the vehicle,

wherein both the second and third motor generators are wheel-side motors.

15. A vehicle comprising a power transmission system according to any one of claims 1-14.
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